
The health, wellness, academic, and mindful benefits of nature are a right for all children. NatureKids BC is inquiring more 

deeply in our multiple communities where we operate (25+) to understand the barriers that exist for children and families 

in equitably accessing nature, and committing to share and act upon the lessons learned in a way that updates its 

organizational model and its partnerships to the broader community.

“We can all do something to encourage kids in our lives to grow up to value and understand nature.” 

 - NatureKids BC Founder, Daphne Solecki

When you think about nature, what does it mean to you?

“It is disconnecting with the wired world and reconnecting with the natural one.”

- Participant in online survey

Access for All
Exploring Barriers that Families in BC experience 

when Accessing Nature. 

Through this project work we continue to reflect on our positionality on this land and how we can centre this understanding when connecting children  

and families with these lands.  We gratefully acknowledge NatureKids BC offices being located in the Elders Council for Parks in BC Heritage Centre, on  

the traditional and unceded territory of the  (Tsleil-Waututh), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and S’ólh Téméxw (Stó:lo-) nations. 

Similarly, we acknowledge that as a provincial network within many communities throughout British Columbia, our network learns and plays upon  

many different territories of the Indigenous Peoples of BC; we invite our local leaders to acknowledge the connection to local Indigenous communities  

of the ecosystem and place where we are honoured to learn and grow.  
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About NatureKids BC
NatureKids BC is a 21-year-old grassroots nature discovery and environmental action organization that helps 

children ages 5-12 and their families get outdoors to explore, play, learn about and take action for nature. 

Our vision is to build a healthy and sustainable future for our world by engaging every 
child and their family in the diversity, complexity and wonder of nature.

NatureKids BC has a unique model that supports family bonding in natural surroundings – most other 

environmental organizations provide learning opportunities for children and youth that are drop-off programs.  

NatureKids is an intergenerational learning opportunity, one where family members connect with each other and 

with other like-minded families, strengthening local communities with stewardship activities over time.  We are a 

provincial network of 25 local community family nature clubs.  Our Explorer Day adventures (200+ per year) are 

implemented through collaboration with other local entities, and we also share our work through our monthly 

e-newsletters we share to 2000+ subscribers and the quarterly magazine we produce for children  

called NatureWILD.

About this Project - Our Goals
NatureKids BC learned in early 2020 of a research project being led by Nature Canada to understand the  

nature- based experiences of racialized youth in the Greater Toronto Area.  

In alignment with our values and aim to create an inclusive community, we initiated an internal exploration to 

uncover who is the typical participant in our program, and who is not participating in our organization - and why?  

This has led to the design of an external series of conversations in addition to examining our organizational model 

that is based on “membership” to rethink its accessibility for all families in BC.  We were curious about whether a 

shift in structure, vocabulary and programming would enhance open outreach.

We want to create more equitable access to the benefits of nature. But to do so, we need to understand that  

the barriers of systemic racism exist, and that colonialism has impacted, and continues to impact, our relationship 

with the land and with one another. We need to examine how it shows up, and then commit to organizing and 

eliminating/mitigating the barriers that we learn of. We know that nature can be a powerful healing force for 

children and adults of all races and backgrounds, but only if those spaces are made accessible and  

welcoming to those communities that have been and continue to be systemically excluded  

from them.

This project has been structured to inform continuous growth and evolution of the organization’s  

structure, programming and people, in a way that aligns more closely and addresses more  

directly the needs of community members that have been underserved.  The lasting legacy  

of this (ongoing) work is a wider breadth of British Columbian families being able to  

access nature, adding to their overall wellbeing and igniting the spark of  

environmental consciousness and eco-literate behavior within their households.

“As a new parent and a biologist, I hope we are able to encourage and support more of  

BC’s children, and the adults that love them, to experience the wonder of nature and develop a deep  

caring for our outdoor spaces and the plants and animals that we share them with.”    

Leslie Bol, Past President, NatureKids BC

Resources 
https://naturecanada.ca/ 
race-and-nature-in-the-city/
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We began with an understanding of the findings of  

the Nature Canada’s Race and Nature in the City 

report from the Greater Toronto Area context:  

2020 Nature Canada Recommendations grouped  

under three themes:

1. Increase racial diversity in communications -  

 Showcasing diverse populations and profile these  

 groups working in the nature sector.

2. Promote urban nature and increase access for  

 racialized youth. Increase partnerships with 

 agencies serving racialized urban communities,  

 Develop urban ecology programs that reflect a  

 variety of worldviews of what constitutes nature.

3. Increase comfort in nature through guided  

 activities and education. Addressing fears of 

 nature & racism, Increasing confidence about  

 being in nature.

We initiated an Advisory Group of Community Leaders  

to inform our project design and maintain a tether to  

the progress through the year.  These are individuals in 

organizations that share our aim to create more 

equitable access to nature:  BC Parks, Metro Vancouver 

Regional Parks, BC Nature, Green Uumah, and Colour 

the Trails.  The individuals at our initial advisory meeting 

stated hopes for the project such as: “NatureKids BC 

will reflect the diversity of the province”, “Nature will be 

available to more people to survive tough times in BC” 

and “more children and families will be inspired  

because they had the chance to give back through 

stewardship and conservation opportunities.”  

Our community engagement methodology was 

endorsed to include principles of learning and 

 iterating throughout the year as insights emerge, and  

recognizing intersectionality through the discussions  

to include diverse needs within the families.

With the support of various youth employment 

programs, NatureKids BC engaged numerous co-op  

students in updating our understanding of 

regional demographics, municipal approaches to 

multiculturalism and reconciliation, and building 

updated community asset maps including 

organizations that are family-service oriented (in 

nature, and in the community-at-large).  A summer 

intern from Algonquin College also expanded the 

organization’s references and resources that support 

families with children who have autism.

We conducted four focus groups with an open 

invitation to both members and non-members.   

The original intention of the project was to meet  

in-person in regions/urban centres hosting culturally 

diverse populations.  With the pandemic continuing 

throughout 2021, we adapted to open zoom meetings 

during evening formats.  Additionally, we created an 

online survey to explore our key questions: 

• When you think about nature, what does it  

 mean to you?

• What supports you and your family to spend  

 time in nature?

• What are some of the challenges that BC families  

 face in getting to nature?

• What are different ways that we could support  

 other families to spend more time in nature?

• How can NatureKids support urban ecology,  

 different worldviews of nature, and increase  

 partnerships with urban programs?

• How can NatureKids work to address fears of  

 nature, and increase confidence of families?

We held a focus group workshop for staff and 

another for board members to contribute to the 

discussions.  And we interviewed many community 

leaders throughout Greater Vancouver, particularly 

those organizational leaders with mandates to serve 

newcomer families.  

 62 community survey responses 

 41 member survey responses

 143 early childhood educators in our workshops

 31 participants in focus group dialogues

 15 interviews with community leaders

 75 complimentary NatureWILD subscriptions  
 distributed in thanks to participants

Our Methodology
Through the 2021 year (April - December) NatureKids BC undertook an external and an internal process to learn 

more about what barriers families in BC experience when accessing the natural environment.   
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Profile: South Vancouver Neighborhood House

South Vancouver is 1/8 of the city’s population and is 80% racialized, with 55% of the population 
newcomer.  Neighborhood asset mapping confirms it is under resourced compared to other areas 

in the city – transportation options, after school care, physical spaces, etc.  The Neighborhood 
House children don’t have the opportunity to hike or camp with their families.  In some places, the 

community members feel very isolated – a group event could build confidence and comfort.
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What We Heard: Barriers & Challenges that BC Families  
Experience when Accessing Nature 

Education & Comfort:

• Unfamiliarity with how to safely and sustainably be in nature (e.g., how to layer up, go camping, how to  

 assess risk) leads to discomfort and a lack of confidence.

• Experience of inertia, lack of motivation to invest the effort required to mobilize the family.

• Fear of the big nature elements and potential wildlife and natural dangers; e.g. bears.

• Cultural and family beliefs resistant to dirt and being dirty.

• Fear for personal safety in unlit areas (particularly by racialized families).

• Not knowing what forms of nature are nearby and how they can be explored individually and through  

 guided programs, where to go?

• Single parents’ barrier: I worry about going too far off the grid without other people. I would love to do  
 more overnight backpack trips, but don’t feel knowledgeable enough to take 2 kids alone. 

• Parents of children with disabilities experience different challenges to continue to learn about.

Accessing Nature & Resources:

• Financial barriers (e.g., gear, transportation, membership costs).

• Geographical (distance) & travel limitation based on the belief that nature is far away, not in  

 the neighborhood, and it is big adventure.

• Limited time to get in nature or participate in nature-based programming.

• Loss of access to nature based on ecosystem urban/other development.

• Popularity of some places (volume of visitors) ruins the experience.

Connection with Nature:

• No sense of belonging with typical “west coast outdoor” culture.

• Nature being previously promoted as a space that primarily welcomes affluence  

 and white settler populations; locals don’t share the information with newcomers.

• Urban growth destroys natural environments, ecosystems within them, and  

 opportunities for people to be in them.

• There is no uniform relationship/connection to nature - every culture holds values, beliefs and practices  

 related to nature.  NatureKids BC must take time to understand the varied forms of relationship, and create  

 space to enable varied connections.



Has the Pandemic Impacted BC Families Time in Nature? Survey respondents answered from both  

directions: Yes, it has encouraged more time in nature & introduced nature in a new way to families who otherwise 

wouldn’t be out there.  However, no, it has reinforced the need to connect with nature within families that already 

value nature.

Education & Comfort:
• Having the knowledge and skills to safely and enjoyably explore nature

• Connecting with people who are also passionate about nature and the outdoors

• Building routines throughout the week to integrate nature into the household

Accessing Nature & Resources:
• Having accessible, community-based nature spaces close to home & in urban areas

• Finding time to be in nature

• Nature apps that provide maps and literacy about trails, wildlife, etc.

• Having proper equipment (e.g., boots, jacket)

Connection with Nature:
• Having a desire to explore and develop connections with the outdoors

• Experiencing the wonders of nature with other people

• Knowing it is beneficial for your physical and mental health

Highlights from our Survey: 

Access  love  weather   etc   kids  Accessibility 

walk  play   nature  activities   time   outdoor trails  go 

parks  days  learning   home

What supports you and your family to spend time in nature?

What We Heard: What Helps Families Get Into BC’s Nature
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Big Sister: “My little  

sister and I had an 

incredible time. 

This was so needed  

and I hope Big Sisters does  

more collabs with Nature  

Kids in the future. It is  

so healing!”  Nov 2021

When you think about nature, 

what does it mean to you?

It reminds me I am part of an 

ecosystem, not apart from it.. It 

means a sense of belonging, 

a place to breathe and let go. 

It means peace.  It brings my 

family and I a-lot of peace, fun 

and adventures.

What do you like about the 

nature in your neighborhood?

The proximity of wilderness. 

The large expanse of nature 

fills every part of my life.  The 

solitude! calming, quiet - It is 

easy accessible and every 

neighbourhood has its own 

area of trails. 

What supports you and your 

family to spend time in nature?

The closeness to trails, to rivers 

and lakes, to mountains… A 

goal to be there.  Living where 

we do.  It’s as easy as stepping 

out my backdoor. 



What We Learned - How can NatureKids BC and its partners create greater access for more families?

 

NatureKids BC was exposed within a Nature Canada Work2Grow workshop to the concept of inclusion  

as a “Boots to Boardrooms” journey.  This means equal parts internal examination/transformation and external 

program outreach/delivery.  Nature Canada has made progress with defining a framework for organizational 

change within the environmental sector that is a great starting point:  

The internal framework can include some of the following assessments and pathways of progress:

1. Governance

 a. How does NatureKids BC’s leadership and decision-making process reflect the needs and interests  

  of the communities we serve, and those that desire engagement

 b. Will NatureKids BC undertake an analysis of where we are? Audit selves?

2. Internal Policies and Staffing

 a. Seeking out, requiring and celebrating diversity of voices within communications

 b. Enhancing Club Leader structures - orientation, expectations, education

3. Programs and Partnerships

 a. Meeting communities and families where they are at - some families need extra supports  

  to get them to the starting line. Eg nutrition, or language translation. This may mean reallocating resources  

  or funding.

 b. New partnerships with community agencies, family centres and program delivery groups that are  

  already connected to a diversity of families

 c. Broadening programming timing & empowering families with toolkits and self-serve nature connections  

  for those who cannot attend programming

4. Organizational Culture

 a. How are we demonstrating a welcoming culture?

 b. How are we connecting with Indigenous culture, as an organization whose focus  

  is land, ecosystems and wildlife? NatureKids BC will continue to learn and extend  

  beyond the practice of acknowledging the land we are hosted upon.

What are different ways that we could support other families 
to spend more time in nature?

area  walking  neighbourhood  build  see  think 

group  fun  time  Hiking  programs  Education  activities   

create  nature  explore   families  maps  events  trails 

guided  ideas  access  ways  encourage 
accessible  local  need
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Ideas for Action:  

Let’s amplify the good  

practices we see ongoing  

in organizations and  

in family units.

Resources 
https://naturecanada.ca/about/nature-canadas-commitment-to-equity-and-anti-racism/?  

Resources 
https://naturecanada.ca/about/nature-canadas-commitment-to-equity-and-anti-racism/?  



Pilots, Early Partnerships and Lessons
2021 was an extraordinary year for BC’s natural environment.  Families across the province experienced the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, heat waves, rain/flooding, and declarations by the United Nations of climate 

emergency.  Our ongoing human need to connect with nature and to protect it has never been as urgent  

as right now. 

Spotlight: Big Sisters of the Lower Mainland visit Reifel Bird Sanctuary

With funding support from Nature Canada, NatureKids BC organized a field trip for Big and Little Sister  

partnerships via bus, meeting centrally in Surrey.  Sisters came from all parts of the Lower Mainland.  Lunch  

and warm drinks were provided.  Nature birding mentor expertise provided. Each Little Sister was gifted with a  

NatureKids BC explorer backpack, NatureWILD magazine, and some even received prized binoculars!

Spotlight: NatureKids BC networks to learn.

Provincial and Regional organizations are already leading the way with humble initial steps to advance  

Indigenous inclusion and anti-racism:  Columbia Basin Environmental Educators Network, NatureKids BC is  

a new core partner with Classrooms to Communities, observes Outdoor Play Canada and their State of the  

Sector, participates in learning about access through Children & Nature Network (USA), for example.

Spotlight: Incorporating Youth Leadership. 

NatureKids BC hosted an evening panel with young environmentalists.  Fantastic, rich content was shared from 

across Canada.  Tension arose in the Q&A portion with the use of the word eco-racism.  Debriefs were undertaken 

for learning and sharing with the event panelist, moderator, event organizing team, NatureKids BC staff, NatureKids 

BC board members and other volunteers.  Our key lesson was to prepare our audiences and organizers with our 

belief in the value of open listening to perspectives we haven’t heard before, actively learning and unlearning in 

the face of discomfort, and expressing a commitment to our growth and development as a community.  Step by 

step,  growth is going to take time and effort. Community relationship building will introduce us to a breadth of new 

ways of knowing and thinking that will benefit all families by demonstrating our right to belong in nature.

Next Steps in 2022
NatureKids BC will continue to listen to the community and expand on its learning in 2021 

With organized community roundtables in Prince George, Victoria, and Kelowna with the help of Real Estate 

Foundation of British Columbia. Potential new directions for NatureKids BC, based on what we heard to be the 

community needs include: 
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Ideas for Action:  

Let’s amplify the good  

practices we see ongoing  

in organizations and  

in family units.

Inspire with Communications: to make nature 

friendly & fun, producing and sharing stories from 

variety of communities, safety messages to ignite 

educators/parents/childcare practitioners.

Build New Delivery Partnerships: centrally 

organize events for new demographics/new 

partner organizations (picnics, bird watching 

field trips w experts, family buddy program – 

seasoned and new families partnered together).

Connect and Empower Families with Resources: 

provide nature information in new ways to 

organizations that serve diverse demographics, 

Raise money and provide stipends for 

community, Transportation, Gear libraries, gamify 

with technology.

Take Action: Advocate for changes to urban 

planning/greenspace development.



Thank you to our key supporters of this work through 2021 
Vancouver Foundation Systems Change Develop Grant  

Supporting our engagement of Community Action Research lead, Kinwa Bluesky.

Nature Canada & the Work2Grow Program

Supporting our employment of 3 youth hires through summer & autumn, and  

Hosting a Community of Practice to share approaches to anti-racism, Indigenous  

inclusion, and career development strategies for folks that are Black, Indigenous,  

and People of Colour in the environmental sector.

Acknowledgements for the support of all participants including our 48 local Club Leaders for being open 

to the inquiry and offering insights throughout the year.  The NatureKids BC staff have been instrumental 

in guiding the exploration of the issues with community.  Special thanks to Geoffrey Tam for his authorship 

and contribution through the co-op semesters.  And particular thanks to the following organizations for 

your voices, perspectives and guidance:

Other Resources to Explore the Topic of Inclusive Access to Nature:  

Children and nature network

Stay in touch!

Sign up to our monthly e-Newsletter

• BC Parks

• Metro Vancouver Regional Parks

• Indigenous Herbalist, Lori Snyder,  

 Marpole Community Centre

• Author, Member, Anuradha Rao: “One Earth:  

 People of Color Protecting Our Planet

• Bateman Foundation

• Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation

• Invasive Species Council of BC

• Vantage Point JEDI Peer Network

• Okanagan Conservation Networks 

• Columbia Basin Environmental  

 Educator Networks 

• Suzuki Elders

• Autism BC

• Classrooms2Communities Network

• UBC Healthy Early Learning Partnership

• South Vancouver Neighbourhood House

• Take a Hike Foundation

• Vancouver Collingwood  

 Neighborhood House

• DiverCity Surrey Immigrant Settlement Agency

• Big Sisters of the Lower Mainland

• Big Brothers of Greater Vancouver

• Planet Protector Academy

• Judith Kasiama, Colour the Trails

• West Coast Childcare Resource Centre
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The Nature Exploration Club for Families

www.naturekidsbc.ca
HEAD Office: 1620 Mt. Seymour Rd.

North Vancouver, BC  V7G 2R9

Ph: 604.985.3059   E: info@naturekidsbc.ca

NatureKids BC helps children get 

outdoors to play, imagine and 

explore in nearby nature. 

Thank you to our many sponsors & donors

We acknowledge the financial assistance of the Province of British Columbia

             @naturekidsbc          /naturekidsbc           @naturekidsbc  


